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Abstract. Using sum rules based on the positivity and the analvticity of the

0(1). spectral functions, and vithin the framework of QCD (quantum

chromodynaalcs), we derive an upper bound

H ^ (0.6 ->- 0.75) GeV

to the gluon conspoeent of the meson mass. Such a bound could "be

Identified as the exact value of M if one accepts a QCD model for the

"continuum" contribution to the U{l), spectral functions. Comparing o u r

result to the observed mass M ' » O.96 GeV, one could expect an important

gluonic contribution to the n1 — mass. This experimental result could be

reproduced, if one adds to our result, the quari contribution known to be
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1. Introduction

In a recent paper, he-real': >:r referred 10 as BNdeRY [l], we have

applied to the SU(n) pseudo::. 'alar current a sum rule based on the

analyticity and positivity of *_:.c spectral function. This sum rule allows us

to have a link between the low •nergy region (meson parameters ) and the high-

energy region vhich is assumed to be governed by quantum chromodynamica (QCD).

Therefore, model independent bounds of the light-quark (u,d,o) mass values have

emerged. Continuing such a program to the electromagnetic and charged currents,

we have also obtained upper hounds to the leptonic widths of light mesons

(p,iij,yj,AjK») [2]. Such results agree veil vith the experiment and also

validate previous results obtained from finite energy sum rule [3]- In the

following, we shall continue the application of this BHdeRY sum rule. The

application concerns the U(l) pseudoscalar current and IB related to the

so-called Utl). problem" .

problem" remains unclear

In fact, to our knowledge the situation of the

So i t could be crucial to understand the

nature of the n'(958) and -why it is too heavy compared to the pion. In

section II of this paper, we shall examine the gluonic properties of the 0(1).

pseudoscalar meson from the point of viev of perturbative QCD combined with the

operator product expansion (OPS) approach. In section III, vo analyze ths

possible sum rules for the U(l) A current. We discuss the optimization of our

results in section IV. Section V contains our conclusion.

We shall adopt the point of viev that the underlying dynamics of the strong

interactions is governed by the Lagrangean of quantum ehromodynamics [5J.

<^O V
(1.1)

777**

vhere F* (X) a = 1,2,...,8 are the tang-Mill3 field strengths constructed

from the gluon fields v / a \

(1.2)

1) For a review on the status of the U U ) A problem, see Eef. it.
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and (D ) the covariant derivative acting on the quark colour components

a,B - blue, red and yellow,

- / .

' * (1.3)

The matrices \^ are the eight 3 * 3 Gell-Mann matrices and-; abc the

structure constants of the colour SU(3) algebra. The parameters of the

theory are the gauge coupling constant g and the quark masses mj (j = up,

dovn, strange, charm, ...) of the various quark flavours, n in total, Thi3

theory is expected to have the confinement property (at least vithin a large

energy scale) which means that physical observables must be colour singlet

quantities.

gets within the WS renormaliiiition scheme" :

?
(2.5)

where u la the MS arbitrary mass scale and - q"" = Q > 0. Now using an

OPE of ib tQ ) and retaining t.he leading nonperturbative effects, one
G

obtains for SU(n>F [8J:

where

(2.6)

2. The 11(1), two point function ia the chiral limit

In the limit of n massless quarks,

under the transformation:

7
/.<• 64 £

has a global U (1). symmetry

(2.1)

acting on quark flavour component, in addition to the SU(n)T x SU{n)_ global
Li K

symmetry. The corresponding current

= 4- 'l

L

has an anomalous divergence [6]'.

(2.2)

The two-point function associated to the divergence of the U(l) axial-current
A

reacts in the chiral limit (m = o): /

At lowest order of QCD, the contribution to ^G (j. ) comes from the Yang-Mills

diagram in Fig . l . The crossed point denotes the effective vertex
n o a k? K?e .associated to the operator n a s l e :Fe<JFlJV: vhich governs
- j — i. <= uvpu ^ — 2 t

wvpo
the iL-mrgencn of the axial singlet current. So, at lowest order of QCD, one

From a charmonium analysis [9]:

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

where p is the confinement radius vith the value of the order of (200 MeV)

From a renormalization grouP analysis, one can deduce the leading logarithm

of the next term in _s_ , so that

(2.9)

-1

tvtV- /tltif.}

where B1 E -i(ll - ~) for SU(n)_ x SU(3)n is the first coefficient of the

6-function.

2) For a recent review of dimensional renormalization scheme, see e.g. Ref. 7
and references therein.

3) For an example of the systematic derivation of the coefficient of the
Iog2-j£ term, see eg section IWE of Ref. 7a.
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TOie behaviour of t , i t Q • 0 could tie obtained if One accepts the PCA.C
analysis for the U(l)ft meson. So:

(2.10)

where I i s the pseudosoalar decay amplitude {{ - IT 4- ) in the SU(3)O
F P rt I p ' T T t

symmetry estimate -̂ = 93 MeV) and $ (x) stands for the pseudoscalar

interpolating field. This equation inserted in equts.^) leads to:

Then, we get the relation;

3* f
4& /

which is similar to the chiral symmetry relation:

fa T y

quark fields and +,.(0) is the two-point function of the divergence

of the axial vector current of SU(n)T * SU(n)D.

independent of the renormalization of the external current are:

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.It)

The above quantities have perturbatively the same leading behaviour and
differ- only on their next non-leading terms. Using the fact that they are
superficially convergent, they obey the renormalization group equation-(RGE){

(3.5)

where w ( l ) = * , ¥ ,+ r i lU 5 hog - * . Using eg. ( 2 . 6 ) , the so lu t ion t o the
P P 'P P ' 2 —

RGE a t leading order of QCU i s :

«)* * *. - 4JHH*
(3.6).

3. Sum rules for the V^(l), pseudoscalar current

Folleving BHdeKY, i t is convenient to work with quantities which are

independent of the substraction scale u at leading order. We choose to vork

with the various derivatives involving the quantity:

(3.1)

instead of *_(Q ). In fact, with the later we could omit some dominant
G

effects at 0, = 0 which could compete with others (see the example of the

function D,-(Q ) in Ref. 1). The lowest derivatives of iK, - ^(O) vhlch are

(3.7)

(3.8)

where the laat term is the contribution of itiQ(0), a is the running

coupling constant solution of the differential equation:

(3.*)
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with the boundary condition a ( x = 0 ) = a ( v ) . To lowest order in a /n.
a s s' •

so that.

(3.10)

vbere the renormalization group invariant quantity A reato, in the US
2>

-± o. 4 £e if •

Starting from the dispersion relation:

(3.11)

one easily gets:

<
(3.13)

(3.H)

(3.15)

At a sufficiently large Q , one can eventually identify the RHS of the

dispersion relations to the hadronic integrals. Then, the spectral function to

•c(t) reads:

2) For a recent review of dimensional renormalization scheme, see e& Bef. 7.
and references therein.

(3.16) :

where the summation runs over hadron states of the quantum number of the

U (l)« paeuaoecalar singlet. Saturating the spectral function Tjy the "pole"

and "continuum" and using the pasitlvity of the "continuum" contribution to the

spectral functions J k *G(t), eq.ua. (3-6-8) and (3*13-15) give after

retaining the leading terms:

4fi - *#"'*

7

(3.17)

(3.18J

13.19)

Note that the bound in equ. (3.16) becomes trivial. Such a result could

invalidate the result obtained in Ref, 8, where the authors exploit a Bua

rule based on •(,(n )/Q . The contribution of tQ(o), play* ^crucial role.

(see also the example of the function !>,- in Bef. 1).

V. Optimization of the inequalities

We Bhall only work vith the sum rules derived from *(q2) and

because of the useless inequality obtained from

a. The • sum rule

For *(<i ), ve shall not vork vith higher moments of the type

-7- -8-



P (I4.1)

because of the incovenient Q - dependence of the RHS of the dispersion

relation in equ. (3.13). Including non-perturbative effects, the LHS of
equ. (3.13) reads:

t.2)

while the RHS reads:

We fix-our choice of ft be demanding that the leading non-perturbative
effect to the moment is

Using the estimate from various analysis of the RGI quantity [9]:

one gets for a = (1O.~* 2.5))t and A = O.1* GeV

Using the positivity of the "continuum" contribution to the sum rule, one
gets the inequality:

-9 -

Taking an overall value of M = 1 GeV in the correction of the RHS of the

inequality, one gets with 20? accuracy:

(U.6)

which is a relation similar to the ohiral symmetry relation but obtained

m the high-energy analysis of the spectral function. Introducing the value

/ ^ 4 " l 6 1 MeV> o t t a i n e d f r o m t h e ^ ^ ' F symmetry analysis, one
deduces for *= (10 •~'2.5)t:

A ^
>.9)

and

C.10)

The above results show that the bound has a weak dependence on the choice

of A as can be understood from eqti. Cf.B):

Also, equ. (ll.lt) tells us that an increase of a implies a smaller / Q .

Therefore, the tvo effects compensate in equ. (U.8):

(It.12)

»nd so , one expects a weak dependence of our result vith the choice of a,

as shown in mrgtz. (4.9-k.lO),

-10-



b. The » sum rule

For the 41 , we can conveniently work with the moment:

(U.13)

where one can easily check that the a (Q'l|, logp term has been

reabsorbed into the definition of the running coupling a (M ), i.e.:

(1*.18)

From •q.us, (2.6-2.8)

Then

• I"*)

ana obeys the BGE of the type in equ. (3,5). The solution to this RGB is:

t.16)

For large p and Q , for £-= M 2 • o n e d e d u c e 3 t h e ^rel transform of 1(1 (Q ) J:

(4.17)

I*) For a more complete discussion of the Borel Transform of a two-point function
In QCD see Hef. 10.

Saturating the RHS of the moments by the n' and "continuum", one gets;

r.
where

e (it.19)

(U.20)

is the continuum contribution a.nd we have introduced the variable:

(4.21)

with lTtc the "continuum" threshold.

The positivity of the "continuum" contribution is transformed into that

of E (x). We have now a typical momenta problem [ll]. A. necessary and

sufficient condition for I y, ,0 ia that all matrices I . and

p p+m
!„. - £ j ^ . , for a l l p,m = 0 ,1 ,2 . , . be semi-definite positive. Inp+m p+rfl+1

part icular , this implies

>, 0

/A

J i OuQt&af'C

(l*.22a)

^.22b}

The linear constraint gives

-11- -12-



(It. 23)

which, implies:

(U.2U)

We optimize the inequalities by demanding that the correction term is:

.6

.25)

For a • (10 ' - 2.5)J, and setting M = 0.8 GeV (see equs. U.9-U.10), in the
RHS of eqn. (U.2U), we get:

M £(0.85 —l.DCeV for A = O.UGeV

and

<O.VT"- O.6l)GeV for A = O.lGeV

The quadratic constraint implies an improvement of the bound by a factor V2.
Then:

M 4 (0.6 - 0.78)CeV for A - O.UGeV.
The above results could again be improved including higher order a -corrections*
Such a -corrections to M vlll be Investigated in a forthcoming publication.

5. Conclusions

We have analyzed the gluon component to the mass of the

using two sum rules based on the derivative of the two-point function

• 0 U ) - * c (0) . (see equs. 3.2 and 3-h) Using the positivity of the spectral

functions and after an optimization of the inequalities obtained, ve find

that :

M £ (0.6 ~ 0.75 )GeV (equs.^.S, It.38) for A = O.UGeV

If one adopts a QCD model for an estimate of the "continuum" contribution to

the spectral functions, one can see that the la ter contribution is a fev

percent because of the convergence of the sum rules used; therefore the bound in

-13-

equs. 0*.9>-28). ™»ld b« extrapolated as an estimate of Mp. Our

result is to be colored with the observed ti1 mass:

V » (0.96 GeV)

Therefore, a large gluon contribution to M^ i s expected. Hovever, our

resu l t also shows tha t the quark *aa* effect t o M ,̂ would be important. In

fac t , t h i s quark mass effect could be expected to be given by the SU(3)F

symmetry re la t ion [lj£]

MJ - /Iffl . * 0.2l*GeV

This SU(3)p estimate, added with our result and up to the

interference term between gluon and quark, reproduces with a good

approximation the experimental value quoted above.

Another attempt to understand the U(1) A meson mass exists already in the

literature. In fact, the only argument based on the SU(3)F symmetry and on

current algebra 12 gives the estimate of the quark contribution quoted

above and is not sufficient to fit the observed -mass. The authors of

Ref. 13 have approached the "U(l)« problem" within the framework of the ̂

expansion (<%N fixed and N -p<o (N * 3 for QCO) ) following the ideas

based on the existence of the anomaly for the U(1)A current. It was shown

in Ref. 13c that in the chiral limit and to lowest order in ^ , the f\ -mass

is proportional to JJ, i.e. mare precisely :

where %/°) is the value of the two-point function at qJ= 0 (see eq. 2.12).

Such a rtsult gives for N = 3 our PCAC result in equ. 2.12. So the t){l)fl
Nambu-Goldstone boson would be degenerate with say, the pion, in the limits

m; = 0 and N -> <*o but remains massive in the real world described by QCD

(N = 3). Such a i result, obtained within a different context is confirmed by.

our numerical result deduced from a perturbative ffCD analysis (equs. 4.9-4.28).

The ^'-problem has also been considered in Ref. 15 within the instanton

physics and 1n Ref. 8 within an approach similar to ours. However, as mentioned

in Section III of this paper, the non-perturbative effects to the two-point

function at q = 0 could invalidate the results in Ref. 8 .

- l i t -
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